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The City of Judea 
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1-S) Who did the young Ammonites 

choose as their leader? (Alma 53:19) 

2-S) How many of these young 

Ammonite warriors were there at first? 

(Alma 53:22) 

3-S) What did Helaman call the stripling 

warriors? (Alma 56:10) 
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4-S) What city did the sons of Helaman 

march to? (Alma 56:9) 

5-S) How did the Nephites in Judea 

respond when they saw the stripling 

warriors? (Alma 56:10 & 16-17)   

6-S) Who did Antipus send out of Judea 

as bait to pretend to take provisions to 

a neighboring city? (Alma 56:30)   
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7-S) Which Lamanite conquered city did 

Helaman and his warriors march past to 

try and draw them out? (Alma 56:31) 

12-S) How many days did the Lamanites 

pursue Helaman and the stripling 

warriors? (Alma 56:42) 

 

13-S) What did the stripling warriors 

want to do when they saw they were no 

longer being pursued? (Alma 56:43-46) 
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14-S) Why were the stripling warriors 

not afraid to fight in a battle against the 

Lamanites? (Alma 56:47) 
 

15-S) What did the stripling warriors 

discover when they turned back? 

(Alma 56:49) 
 

18-S) How many stripling warriors died 

in the battle? (Alma 55-56) 
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9-N) What were Antipus and his army 

doing when the stripling warriors were 

marching past Antiparah? (Alma 56:33) 
 

11-N) What did Antipus do when he saw 

the danger to the young stripling 

warriors? (Alma 56:38) 
 

16-N) What would have happened to the 

army of Antipus if the stripling warriors 

had not turned back? (Alma 56:50) 
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10-L) What did the Lamanites desire to 

do before the Nephite army overtook 

them? (Alma 56:37) 

 

8-L) What did the Lamanites in 

Antiparah do when they saw Helaman 

and his young warriors? (Alma 56:35-36) 

17-L) The Lamanites surrendered to the 

Nephites. What factors compelled 

them to surrender? (Alma 56:54 & 56) 
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Helaman 

 
 

 
Not one  

 
Sons 

 

 
Joyfully 

 
 

 
The city of 

Judea 

 
Antiparah 

 
Pursued 

after them 
 

 
Two 

Thousand  
 

 
They would 
have fallen  

They 
wanted to 
turn back 

A terrible 
battle had 

begun 
 

Increased 
the speed 

of his army 
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Love for 
family and 

faith in 
God 

Marching 
forth from 

Judea 

Helaman 
and the 
stripling 
warriors 

Two days 
and two 

nights, and 
into the 

morning of 
the third 

day  

Being 
surrounded 
and fear of 

the stripling 
warrior’s 

power and 
strength 

Slay 
Helaman 
and the 
stripling 
warriors 

 

 

Resources – The city pictures come from Teaching the Scripture Readers, 

Footprints come from the Primary 4 manual - Lesson 29 

 

 

 


